[Affective disorders and anxiety comorbidities].
Anxiety disorders are frequently associated with affective disorders and represent one of the most important comorbidity in patients with bipolar disorder. Their prevalence is high, whatever the anxiety disorder, with nevertheless higher rates for generalized anxiety disorder (18.4 to 19.9% for lifetime prevalence). Such high frequencies raise essential questions about the link between these groups of disorders, and if it is necessary to distinguish them or to consider their phenomenological overlap as resulting of common disease processes. The existence of comorbid anxiety disorder in bipolar disorder significantly worsens its evolution, inducing more severe episodes, shortening remission periods, favoring relapses and suicide as well as substance use, and reducing quality of life in comparison to bipolar patients without anxiety. The mechanisms that link the anxious symptomatology to mood dysregulation are still poorly understood, although it is likely that genetic factors play a key role, combined with other factors of vulnerability, including those involved in coping strategy to address ongoing distress. Despite the high impact of anxiety on the severity of bipolar disorder course, few randomized controlled trials examined treatments of comorbid anxiety disorders and only recent recommendations offer useful therapeutic perspectives. In this context, it seems necessary to better understand the features associated with the occurence of anxiety disorders in affective disorders, in order to better identify the mechanisms underlying such comorbidity, together with working to develop therapeutics that efficiently target them.